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This programme should provide you with all the information you need to enter the 

show, (see page 14).  The middle pages can be removed and used / copied for the 

children’s colouring entries (classes 63 & 68). There are two entry forms and rules 

under the middle pages for you to tear out. The Schedule of all the classes can also 

be detached from the centre. All can be photocopied to give to friends or family. 

This programme (in colour) can be found and downloaded on   

www.stantondrew.org  

A fantastic community Fun Day for all the family, and at it’s heart 

is still a delightful traditional English flower show. 
Paintings, drawings, cakes, jams, photographs, home-made toys, arts & 

crafts, cars and motor bikes will be on display. There will be games, sweets 

and a drinks stall, and treasure hunt trail for the children, and new this year a 

bouncy castle and a Pygmy goats corner in the paddock. In the centre will be 

the ‘Food Court’ and the Rotary Marquee which will house various stalls 

including jewellery, crafts, plants, and demonstrations, and new this year, the 

chance to  create your own unique pottery, decorated, imprinted and painted 

as you like with “A Maze in Glaze” 

Musical entertainment from Ross Kirk in the paddock will continue in the 

evening ‘till late at The Druids Arms.  

 

From 2:00pm to 4pm the Church tower will be open. You can take a tour 

into the ringing  and  clock chambers, with a final climb to see the bells in 

the belfry. The Church also houses displays of arts and crafts, photographs, 

and children’s entries. Don’t miss Wendy’s garden on your way back. 

 

If you want a break from all the excitement, then relax in the Village Hall 

Tea Room and let the Ladies of the WI , who are celebrating their Centenary, 

tempt you with delicious homemade cakes and proper tea served in china 

cups. The Stanton Drew Community Choir will also be singing for you at 

around 3:25pm 

Also in the tea room will be the Village Business Links table, displaying 

advertisments from anyone who would like to bring flyers, business cards or 

promotions for their village based business. Feel free to promote your 

business, and please support the others whenever you can. 

 Welcome to the 2019 Stanton Drew Flower show. 

   What’s On at this year’s Show 
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Anyone can win the cups, except the parish cup, for the “Best in Show” 
which can only be won by a parishoner.  In 2018 it was Verity Elsbury’s 

entry in the Drawing in any medium class 

A very big thank you to all the businesses that have generously 

sponsored this year’s Flower Show - Advert Page Numbers. 

KC Printing 29 

Kelston Sparkes 35 

Nigel Penny 27 

Pagan’s Hill Nursery 7 

Pensford Taxis 32 

Septic Tank Services 26 

Stanton Court 29 

South Bristol Service Centre 8 

Tidy Tim 34 

Vears Ltd 34 

W.J. Pearce 10 

Winford Rd. Garage 13 

  

  

  

  

A Maze in Glaze 7 

Avalon Osteopathy 11 

ASM Scaffolding 26 

Blackmore & Langdon 11 

Carpenters Arms 28 

Chew Moos 6 

Community Cafe 2 

Community Trust  35 

R.O. Dando & Sons 10 

Druids Arms 12 

Fossil Stowe Craft Circle 7 

Garden Machinery Ltd. 13 
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Tips for a Good Exhibit  by Mary Payne MBE  and Sue Elsbury. 
 

Easter was hot and sunny and then the temperatures plummeted again – not an 

easy season for gardeners.  The only thing we can guarantee is that the weeds 

will grow whatever the weather. So when it comes to exhibiting, remember 

everybody else has the same problems and it’s the entering that makes a good 

show, not the winning!  

 

 Please read this schedule carefully and note the wording of classes. In the 

flower, fruit and vegetable classes check that you have the correct number of 

stems or fruits and the correct sized flower pot for the petunia plug class.  In the 

vegetable classes the judges are looking for uniformity e.g. the same size 

potatoes or beans.  It is quite acceptable to carefully pull off damaged petals or 

leaves. 

 

We have included a new class (no.33) for a photograph of your garden or 

allotment and this will be judged purely on gardening merit not photographic 

skill. Instead of the usual scarecrow challenge we are asking for a 2 metre length 

of bunting which carries a first prize of £25 so get snipping. 

 

We always try to be topical so this year we would love to see a plate of Brexit 

Biscuits.  Your imagination can run wild with this one! The Homemade 

alcoholic drink class certainly tests our cookery judge who completes her task in 

a merry mood! 

 

We all love to see the entries by the children so do encourage your offspring to 

enter a miniature garden or decorated fairy cakes and the vegetable / fruit 

animals always show amazing imagination. 

 

For those entering classes to be exhibited in the church please enter on Friday  

6-8pm. 

It is preferred that photos are no larger than A4 in size. It is difficult for us to 

display photographs in a frame or under glass, a cardboard mount is perfectly 

acceptable. However paintings and drawings can be displayed in any way you 

choose.  Craft items are always interesting as they present a wide variety of 

techniques.  If you have used an unusual method or materials or have had 

interesting inspiration then a small note on this always makes fascinating 

reading and can bring an item to life for the viewer. 
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14th 

 Whilst at the Church, 

viewing the Arts, Crafts, 

Photography and Children's 

entries, why not take a tour 

of the Bell Tower, where 

you can see the Ringing Chamber, the 

Clock Chamber, and the new 6th bell in 

the Belfry. 

Tours from 2:00pm until 4pm. 

Tours of the Church Tower and Belfry 

Carol Reed collecting one of the two cups 

won by Charlie and Zara 
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John Stephens checking in with Anne’s 

Begonia for the “Flowering pot plant” 

Just google  a maze in glaze 
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Charlotte with her 6 sweet peas in a vase 

We would like to hear from 

anyone with comments or  

suggestions, Especially from 

those who would like to join 

the flower show committee 

and help shape future 

shows. Please get in touch 

with any of the committee 

or email us on . 

                     

flowershow 
        @stantondrew.org 
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Book your place for the following morning’s Big Breakfast in the Marquee Restaurant 
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Sue Cowley presenting her barrow full of  

beautiful exhibits. One of which will be the  

Best in Show winner—see back cover. 

http://www.blackmore-langdon.com/
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Stanton Drew Flower Show Cup Winners in 2018   

Classes Cup Winner 

Fruit, Veg,  Elm Farm Cup Julie Thompson 

Floral Art Mill Place Cup Rosemary Bradley 

Cookery & Preserves Chew Valley Cup Jenny Tibbs 

Arts & Crafts Bromley Cup Anne Patch 

Photography Tarnwell Cup Verity Elsbury 

Young Children Greenhayes Cup CharlieReed 

Junior Children Mountford Cup Zara Reed 

Pre-School Cedar Lodge Cup Oliver Lewis Bourne 

Flowers Lecture Hall Cup Peter Cook 

Best In Show Stanton Drew 
Parish Cup 

Sue Cowley 
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   Chloe Clinton’s  prize winning Miniature Garden  
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What to do on the day of the show 
and on Friday evening before. 

  If you plan to exhibit, here’s the procedure. 
Complete one of the entry forms printed in the middle of the programme, 
following the instructions given. Please use one form per person. If you need 
more, either photocopy the form or print it out from the website  
www.stantondrew.org where a special link has been added. 
 
Please print your name clearly on the form in the way you would like it to appear 
on any certificates that you may win. 
You can enter exhibits in as many of the classes as you like, limited to three 
entries per class. You can only win one certificate per class. 
 

If you plan to enter any exhibits in Classes 60 or above, they will be 
displayed in the Church.  In order to get them displayed to best 
effect please bring them to the Church between 6pm and 8pm the 
evening before, with your completed entry form. You will then get 
your entry number to use when making marquee entries on the 
Saturday. (Church entries will still be accepted on Saturday in the paddock if essential) 
All remaining classes should be brought to the main flower marquee in the 
village hall paddock on Saturday from 8:00 am . At registration you will be given 
one display label for each exhibit, with your own entry number and name on it. At 
the booking in table you will be assisted, if necessary, to write the class number 
of the exhibit on the ticket. Your name will be hidden until after judging. You will 
then be told where your entries have to be displayed. It is your responsibility to 
place them. Ask a steward if you need any assistance. 

Please be in time to get all exhibits in place by 10:30 Including 
those in the Church  so that judging can begin promptly. 

Once you have placed your exhibit please leave, until the show opens at 2pm. 
If you have children who have done some work at the school, it will have been 
entered for them in the school categories, a few days before. Please encourage 
your children to enter more exhibits on the day. When they bring those extra 
exhibits to registration, please let the registration clerks know that your child will 
already have been assigned an exhibitor’s number, through their school entry. 
 
 If you own, or run a business which operates from the village then please bring 
any promotional material / flyers and leave them (considerately) on display for all 
to see, on the Village businesses promotion table in the Village hall from late 
morning onward. 
At 2pm the Flower Show opens, judging should be complete and class winners 
certificates displayed. The category winner’s prize presentation and the final 
Best in Show Cup presentation will take place towards the end of the show. 
The show closes at 5pm after which it will be appreciated if you could collect 
your exhibits.     Have a wonderful day and Good Luck. 
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Stanton Drew Flower Show Schedule of Classes. 

For Saturday 13th July 2019 

This year’s Flower Show should  be a great event for all the family and an 

excellent reason for friends to visit from afar, tell them to look at the website 

www.stantondrew.org for this list of classes. 

Here is the schedule of classes for this year’s show. Anyone can enter a 

maximum of 3 entries per person per class. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd certificates are 

awarded for all classes. Those with the maximum number of points in each 

category win one of the cups. 

1 A vase of Sweet Peas, 6 stems.   6 One specimen Rose 

2 A vase of Foliage (not flowers)   7 One Hydrangea head 

3 
A vase of 1 stem of a Flowering 
Shrub. 

  8 
A Flowering Pot Plant 
(excluding Petunia) 

4 
A vase of 6 stems, each 
of a different Garden Flower. 

  9 
A Petunia plug growing in a pot 
(max. diameter 8 inches / 20 cm) 

5 3 different flowers in shades of yellow     

Class                          Flowers - Marquee 

Class                        Vegetables - Marquee 

10 
Runner Beans, 5 pods with stalk 
attached. 

  19 
Courgettes, 3, maximum 
length  8" (20cm) 

11 
A plate of 3 Potatoes, all of the 
same named variety. 

  20 
Carrots, 3 of any one variety, 
trimmed to 2" (5 cm). 

12 A plate of 3 Onions   21 A plate of 3 Purple Vegetables 

13 A fine looking Cabbage   22 Any odd shaped Vegetable 

14 
A plate of Tomatoes, any single 
named variety (minimum 3 fruits) 

  23 
A display on a plate of 3 different 
salad ingredients. 

15 Collection of 3 different Vegetables.   24 French Beans, 5 pods. 

16 Broad Beans 5 pods.   25  A Cucumber. 

17 Beetroot, 3 (trimmed).  26 Any other Vegetable. 

18 Peas, 5 pods with the stalks attached.  27  A Lettuce. 
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Saturday 13th July 2019 

Class                Your Garden / Allotment  - Marquee 

33 
Best Garden. Photograph your  garden / allotment. Present 3 pictures as 

one entry. Judging will be on your gardening merit, not photographic skill. 

Class                Cookery & Preserves - Marquee 

40 
A Homemade drink -  
Non-alcoholic (named) 

  47 
6 Home produced Eggs 
in an egg box 

41 
A glass jar of Homemade Chutney 
(to your own recipe) 

  48 
A glass jar of Homemade Pickle 
(to your own recipe) 

42 A glass jar of  Homemade Jam   49 A Decorated Birthday Cake 

43 A glass jar of  Homemade Jelly   50 A plate of Brexit Biscuits ! 

44 A plate of 5 Brownies (own recipe)   51 
A glass jar of Homemade 
Marmalade 

45 
5 Cheese Scones to a defined 
recipe (see page 31) 

  52 
A Homemade Drink—Alcoholic 
(named)  

46 A Somerset Apple Cake to a defined recipe (see page 31) 

Class                        Fruits - Marquee 

28 
A dish of Gooseberries. 
(minimum of 6 fruits) 

  31 
A dish of Blackcurrant bunches. 
(minimum of 5 bunches) 

29 
A dish of Raspberries. 
(minimum of 12 fruits) 

  32 Any other fruit. 

30 3 Sticks of Rhubarb (trimmed)     

Class                       Floral Art - Marquee 

34 
A Garland for a Celebration 
(max length 1 metre) 

  37 
A collection of edible Flowers / 
Herbs in a recycled container 

35 A Posy in an egg cup   38 My Garden in a vase 

36 An arrangement in Shades of Green  39 A Buttonhole 
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Please fill in the class number you are entering (as shown in the 
show schedule). Alongside write the number of items you are 
exhibiting in that class. 
If you have Craft and Photo entries (Class Numbers 60 and above) 
hand this form to the entry clerk in the Church on Friday evening 
6pm to 8pm. All other classes to the Flower Marquee entrance, on 
Saturday (No later than 10:30am). (All entries will be accepted Saturday) 
You will then be allocated an entrant number, and one display 
ticket for every item entered, which you must take, with your entry 
to the appropriate area for display. 
If you need more copies of this form please print as many as you 
need  www.stantondrew.org  (At least 1 entry form per person) 
  1 

Class Number No. of entries  Class Number No. of entries 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Stanton Drew Flower Show 13th July 2019 
Entry Form  -  1 per person. (continuation sheets allowed) 

Parish Resident 

Official Number 
Please PRINT your  name very clearly 

(As you would like it to appear on any certificates) 

 
Name    …………...…………… 
 
Address   ……………………… 

Residency will not be shown on 

the display ticket. But only a 

resident can win the Parish Cup. 

All others cups can be won by 

anyone 
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Stanton Drew Flower Show 2019     Rules and conditions 
 

1. There will be two booking in areas. Booking in for Classes 60 and above (Broadly 

these are non organic entries)  will be in the Church on Friday 12th July from 6pm to 8pm. 
All other classes and late Church entries will be booked in at the main marquee in the 
Village Hall paddock, which will operate from 8:00 until 10:30am  on Saturday 13thJuly. 

2. For children attending Stanton Drew Primary School, the school will co-ordinate en-

tries in the Church displayed classes (61, 62 & 65 to 67) beforehand. All other Children’s 
entries, or any additional ones, should be taken to the relevant booking in area as speci-
fied in Paragraph 1 above. 

3. Classwork entries for Stanton Drew Primary School children will be organized before-

hand by Penny Cross. 

4. Entries from children not attending Stanton Drew Primary School should be taken to 

the relevant booking in area as specified in Paragraph 1 above. 

5. All flowers, vegetables and fruit in the Plant Categories must have been grown by the 

exhibitor. 

6. Any exhibitor found showing produce not grown from their own garden or allotment 

will be disqualified. 

7. All stands, vases and dishes to be provided by the exhibitor. Water will be available. 

8. An exhibitor may make up to three entries per class, but may only take one prize per 

class. 

9. The Committee will take ordinary care of exhibits, but will not be responsible for any 

loss or damage that may occur. 

10. The decision of the Judges shall be final. There is no ‘Appeal’ process. 

11. Certificates will be awarded for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in all classes. 

12. Points for the winning of cups are allocated as follows:- 1st – 3pts, 2nd – 2pts, and 3rd 

– 1pt for each class. Only one entry per class will be included in the aggregate score. 

13. There are a number of cups to be won for the various categories and these remain 

the property of the Show to be returned to the Committee by 31st May 2018, or one 
month before the next Show, whichever is the sooner. 

14. All exhibits must be left for display between 2pm and 5pm on Saturday 14th July and 

must be collected by 6.00pm that day after which time they may be disposed of. 

15. Exhibitors are requested to name the varieties of plants, and materials / methods 

used in crafts where possible, in order to increase the general interest of the show. 

16. There is no entry fee for exhibits. 

17. Children need not have grown the exhibits used in classes 55, 56, 58, 59,. 

 

The placing of exhibits is regarded as acceptance of these rules. 
       

WARNING: Precautions have been taken to ensure the safety of the public  
attending the Show. Admission is on the condition that spectators agree to 
absolve the promoters and organizers of the show and every other person con-
nected therewith from the liability for injury to any person or damage or loss of  
property.            1 
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Please fill in the class number you are entering (as shown in the 
show schedule). Alongside write the number of items you are 
exhibiting in that class. 
If you have Craft and Photo entries (Class Numbers 60 and above) 
hand this form to the entry clerk in the Church on Friday evening 
6pm to 8pm. All other classes to the Flower Marquee entrance, on 
Saturday (No later than 10:30am). (All entries will be accepted Saturday) 
You will then be allocated an entrant number, and one display 
ticket for every item entered, which you must take, with your entry 
to the appropriate area for display. 
If you need more copies of this form please print as many as you 
need  www.stantondrew.org  (At least 1 entry form per person) 
 1 

Class Number No. of entries  Class Number No. of entries 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Stanton Drew Flower Show 13th July 2019 
Entry Form  -  1 per person. (continuation sheets allowed) 

Parish Resident 

Official Number 
Please PRINT your  name very clearly 

(As you would like it to appear on any certificates) 

 
Name    …………...…………… 
 
Address   ……………………… 

Residency will not be shown on 

the display ticket. But only a 

resident can win the Parish Cup. 

All others cups can be won by 

anyone 
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Stanton Drew Flower Show 2019     Rules and conditions 
 

1. There will be two booking in areas. Booking in for Classes 60 and above (Broadly 

these are non organic entries)  will be in the Church on Friday 12th July from 6pm to 8pm. 
All other classes and late Church entries will be booked in at the main marquee in the 
Village Hall paddock, which will operate from 8:00 until 10:30am  on Saturday 13thJuly. 

2. For children attending Stanton Drew Primary School, the school will co-ordinate en-

tries in the Church displayed classes (61, 62 & 65 to 67) beforehand. All other Children’s 
entries, or any additional ones, should be taken to the relevant booking in area as speci-
fied in Paragraph 1 above. 

3. Classwork entries for Stanton Drew Primary School children will be organized before-

hand by Penny Cross. 

4. Entries from children not attending Stanton Drew Primary School should be taken to 

the relevant booking in area as specified in Paragraph 1 above. 

5. All flowers, vegetables and fruit in the Plant Categories must have been grown by the 

exhibitor. 

6. Any exhibitor found showing produce not grown from their own garden or allotment 

will be disqualified. 

7. All stands, vases and dishes to be provided by the exhibitor. Water will be available. 

8. An exhibitor may make up to three entries per class, but may only take one prize per 

class. 

9. The Committee will take ordinary care of exhibits, but will not be responsible for any 

loss or damage that may occur. 

10. The decision of the Judges shall be final. There is no ‘Appeal’ process. 

11. Certificates will be awarded for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in all classes. 

12. Points for the winning of cups are allocated as follows:- 1st – 3pts, 2nd – 2pts, and 3rd 

– 1pt for each class. Only one entry per class will be included in the aggregate score. 

13. There are a number of cups to be won for the various categories and these remain 

the property of the Show to be returned to the Committee by 31st May 2018, or one 
month before the next Show, whichever is the sooner. 

14. All exhibits must be left for display between 2pm and 5pm on Saturday 14th July and 

must be collected by 6.00pm that day after which time they may be disposed of. 

15. Exhibitors are requested to name the varieties of plants, and materials / methods 

used in crafts where possible, in order to increase the general interest of the show. 

16. There is no entry fee for exhibits. 

17. Children need not have grown the exhibits used in classes 55, 56, 58, 59,. 

 

The placing of exhibits is regarded as acceptance of these rules. 
       

WARNING: Precautions have been taken to ensure the safety of the public  
attending the Show. Admission is on the condition that spectators agree to 
absolve the promoters and organizers of the show and every other person con-
nected therewith from the liability for injury to any person or damage or loss of  
property.            1 
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Saturday 13th July 2019 

Make a length  (minimum of 2 metres) and we will decorate the 

outside of the Marquee—if there’s enough! 
This is intended for groups, families, or organisations to get 

together to produce the best exhibit 

For a £25 prize!! 

Class   Marquee     Childrens Pre - School        

53 A Collage on a forestry theme.  

Class     Marquee     Childrens Key Stage 1      Church 

54 5 Decorated Fairy Cakes   60 
A Piece of Handicraft or Model 
(including Lego) 

55 A Vegetable or Fruit Animal   61 
A Handwritten and Decorated 
Poem 

56 
Miniature Garden in a seed tray 
(35x 23 x 6cm ) 

  62 
To draw a picture of  
“Where would I like to be?” 

   63 
Colouring in of an outline picture  
(See centre page) 

Class    Marquee      Childrens Key Stage 2      Church 

57 5 Decorated Fairy Cakes  64 
A piece of Handicraft or Model 
(including Lego) 

58 A Vegetable or Fruit Animal   65 
To sketch a Picture, using pencils, 
of  A part of our village 

59 
Miniature Fantasy Garden in a 
seed tray (35x 23 x 6cm ) 

  66 
A Story, handwritten or typed, no 
more than one A4 sheet. 

  67 
A Handwritten and Decorated 
Poem All class numbers 60 and above 

are displayed in St. Mary’s 

Church.  68 
Colouring in of an outline picture  
(See centre page) 

B      U      n      t      I      n      g 
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ANY QUERIES? 

PLEASE CONTACT ANY MEMBER OF THE FLOWER SHOW COMMITTEE. 

Jim Farmer , Mary Payne MBE   Sue Elsbury , Andrew Vickery. Cathy Swift , Claire Jones,     

Judith Chubb Whittle, Rob Taylor. Or email flowershow@stantondrew.org. Entry forms can 

be found in the centre pages, and they can also be printed out from the website. 

www.stantondrew.org   Please encourage friends from elsewhere to enter. 

Please can these entries be booked in at the 

Church on Friday evening  6—8pm (if at all possible) 

Class                        Art and Craft - Church 

69 
A Painting or Collage in any 
medium 

  77 
An item of Art or Craft made from 
another repurposed item 

70 A Drawing in any medium   78 A Homemade Toy 

71 
An item of Needlecraft, Tapestry 
or Embroidery 

  79 
A Three Dimensional Object 
in any medium 

72 
An item of Patchwork or Quilting 
(any size) 

  80 
A Homemade item of  
Soft Furnishing 

73 
An item of Paper craft, including 
cards 

  81 
A short piece of Writing or a 
Poem on Rural Life 

74 An item of Jewellery   82 A Model in clay or similar material 

75 
An item of Wool craft  (Knitting, 
Crochet, Felting etc.) 

  83 
An original Lego Model (must be 
your own design) 

76 
An item of Art or Craft inspired 
by nature 

   

Class                        Photography - Church 

84 Thank God for Spring   91 Life in the Wild.  

85 Water Falling.    92 A Garden of Love  

86 Heat.   93 A Tree that inspired me.  

87 I love my Friends and Family.    94 40 Winks.  

88 My best Animal Friend.    95 Tough Elements in the valley. 

89 A Monochrome study of someone or something close or meaningful to me.   

90 

(Two photos)  i) A view from my window - including the window frame.  ii) My 
fantasy view from the same window. (Needs to include the same window 
frame!)  Computer processing may be used (but please explain the process) 
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Have a rest in the Village Hall Tea Rooms. 

Teas, Coffee, and Cakes of the highest quality  

along with soft drinks will be served by the 

ladies of The Stanton Drew Women’s Institute. 

If you are able to bake a special cake to be served with after-

noon teas, we would be most grateful. Please bring it along on 

the day.  Any cakes not quickly devoured will be sold after the 

show. 
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          What’s on 
www. 

  stantondrewvillagehall. 
                                        co.uk. 
Check out the new Village 

Hall website for everything 

to do with the hall and the 

Village Calendar of Events. 

Charlie Reed’s  Pineapple man  and Chloe 

Clinton’s  giraffe ?  Both entrants in the 

Vegetable Animal class. And  Lily and Daisy 

Stephens probably didn’t know their scarecrow 

would win! 
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 If you own or run a business that is actually based within the village, then 
bring along your business cards or leaflets (nothing larger than A4 please) 

and display them free of charge on the Village Business Links 
Promotion table in the Hall tea rooms. 

Village Business Promotion 

Jenny Tibbs won 1st prize and Best in Category for her “Favourite cake” whilst  

Zara Reed won 1st prize and Best in category with her “Miniature Fantasy garden.” 

as did Elsie Paisey for her painting of a flower. 

This complete programme can be seen in glorious colour at 

www.stantondrew.org 

Make a length  (minimum of 2 metres) and we will decorate 

the outside of the marquee—with what ever we get! 
This is intended for groups, families, or organisations to get 

together to produce the best exhibit 

For a £25 prize!! 

B      U      n      t      I      n      g 
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Septic Tank 
Services 

 

Competitive rates for 
emptying Septic tanks & 

Cesspools 
High pressure drain 

 Jetting. 
Prompt, efficient service 
New system installation 

 

Tel 01275 332560 
Mobile 07771 716860 
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Peter Cook receiving the Lecture Hall cup 

for most points in the Flowers 

category, from Jim Farmer. 
Colin Bennett’s prize winning Fuchsia 

“Flowering Pot Plant” 
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Verity Elsbury wins the Tarnwell Cup for 

most points in the Photography classes  

presented by Mike Lavender. 
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Sorry but there’s no café in July. It’s Flower Show Day 
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DEFINED RECIPE FOR CLASS 45 
 

       Cheese Scones  
   Ingredients:  
 225g (8oz) self raising flour  1 level teaspoon dry mustard  
 Half a level teaspoon salt  55g (2oz) grated Cheddar cheese  
 55g (2oz) butter or margarine  125 ml (quarter of a pint) milk  
 
   1.  Preheat the oven to 190 degrees C.  
   2.  Place the sieved flour, salt and mustard into a bowl and add the fat cut 
 into small pieces. Rub in until the mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs.  
   3.  Add the grated cheese and milk and stir until a smooth dough is formed.  
     Roll out the dough on a lightly floured board until about 1cm (half inch)        
 thick.  
   4.    Cut into rounds, place on a greased baking tray and brush the tops  
           with a little milk.  
   5.  Bake for 10-15 minutes, until the scones are well risen, golden brown 
 and firm to touch.  

DEFINED RECIPE FOR CLASS 46 
 

       Somerset Apple Cake 

 
Ingredients: 
 225g (8oz) self raising flour   1/4 level teaspoon of salt 
 85g (3oz ) butter     110g (4oz) castor sugar 
 1/2 level teaspoon of mixed spice 1lb cooking apples 
 2 eggs 
 
1 Pre-heat oven to 190 degrees C. / gas mark 5. 
2 Grease and line 8” cake tin. 
3 Place flour in bowl with salt. Rub in butter until mixture looks 

like fine breadcrumbs. Stir in castor sugar and mixed spice. 
4. Peel, core and finely chop apples. Add to flour mixture with beaten 
 eggs,  mix well. 
5. Place mixture in cake tin, and level top. 
6.  Bake in centre of oven for 55 minutes. Serve warm or cold. Spread 
 with  butter. 
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Are you planning to take any photos at this year’s 

Flower Show? 

If you do, and you think they’d look good in the 

pages of next year’s programme (probably in  

greyscale) then please email them to - 

 flowershow@stantondrew.org 

 

CALL PAUL 
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Thank you from the Flower Show Committee 

 

We are very grateful for the support of the local businesses that 

sponsor us by advertising in our programme. Please help keep the 

village alive and support them whenever you can. 

 

The Chelwood Rotary Club help us every year, doing a brilliant job 

erecting marquees, manning the gates, car parking and staging the 

renowned Sunday morning Big Breakfast. 

 

Thank you to our Judges who are experts in their respective fields 

and kindly give us their time. We also appreciate being able to use St. 

Mary the Virgin Church which makes a peaceful setting for the pho-

tography and craft exhibitions. 

 

There are so many, much appreciated, volunteers who give their 

time to help prepare and run the day, and those who donate gifts 

for the tombola and homemade cakes for the tea room. 

 

And….. Of course ….. To all the exhibitors who make the show a great 

success for all of us. 

 

We would like to hear from anyone with comments or  

suggestions, and especially those who would like to join the flower 

show committee and help shape future shows. Please get in touch 

with any of the committee or email us on . 

                     flowershow@stantondrew.org 
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In The Village Hall 

The next season starts with 

acclaimed, 

 

  “Fisherman’s Friends” 

 

At 7pm for 7:30pm on 

Friday 27th September 

Here are some of the 42 films that you 

may have missed over the last 5 years ! 

Great Nights out 

for just £5 
on the last Friday of 

the winter months. 

Film Nights 

To see the trailer visit 

www.stantondrew.org  

Pride 
The Greatest Showman 

Imitation Game 

The Italian Job 

The Intern 

Captain Phillips 

Eye in the Sky 

Cold Comfort Farm 

Darkest Hour 

Gran Torino 

3 Billboards outside Ebbing Missouri 

Sully 
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You can see the whole of this programme in 

glorious colour at www.stantondrew.org 

“A Celebration of the 

Suffragette Movement” 

Sue Cowley’s - Best Floral Art entry 


